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This is Shanghai is a first hand account of expat life in China's (and the
world's) largest city. Like a guidebook, it helps newcomers and visitors
discover the city; but instead of making quickly-outdated lists of
restaurants and museums, Alexander Barrett takes you on a tour of
the essential facets of existence in Shanghai. Follow him through the
sometimes incredibly old, sometimes futuristic, and often just plain
strange sights, sounds, and experiences he's come across in the first
year of exploring the city. With its light, humorous style and sharp
eye for those key details that explain the sprawling reality of a huge
metropolis, this book is perfect for anyone who wants a friendly guide
to Shanghai or just a window onto another, fascinating world.
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In Cambodian Grrrl: Self-Publishing in Phnom Penh, writer and
independent publisher Anne Elizabeth Moore brings her experience in
the American cultural underground to Cambodia, a country known
mostly for the savage extermination of around 2 million of its own
under the four-year reign of the Khmer Rouge. Following the
publication of her critically acclaimed book Unmarketable and the
demise of the magazine she co-published, Punk Planet, and armed with
the knowledge that the second generation of genocide survivors in
Cambodia had little knowledge of their country’s brutal history,
Moore disembarked to Southeast Asia hoping to teach young women
how to make zines. What she learned instead were brutal truths
about women’s rights, the politics of corruption, the failures of
democracy, the mechanism of globalization, and a profound emotional
connection that can only be called love. Moore’s fascinating story
from the cusp of the global economic meltdown is a look at her time
with the first all-women’s dormitory in the history of the country,
just kilometers away from the notorious Killing Fields. Her tale is a
noble one, as heartbreaking as it is hilarious; staunchly ethical yet
conflicted and human.

Conquerors of the largest land empire of all time, five times the size of
Alexander The Great’s, Genghis Khan’s Mongol hordes were an
unstoppable military might. In the twelfth installment of J. Gerlach’s
Simple History series, he uncovers the great empire they created from
China to Europe and how they continue to influence the world today.
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